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Aconversation starter for bored dinner party guests,
"nominative determinism" is the theory that someone's
name destined them for whatever they ended up

doing with their l ives. Think Bulgarian hurdler Vania
Stambolova, BBC weather forecaster Sara Blizzard, singer Bill
Medley or lavatory impresario Thomas Crapper. So there was a
certain inevitability in Oscar-winning American filmmaker
Gore Verbinski becoming a horror director-although the big
mystery is why he seemed to give it up when he'd only just
got started.

The 52-year-old made his name in 2002 with "The Ring," a
remake of Japanese classic "Ringu," scaring the wits out of a
generation of fans with his spooky tale of a cursed videotape
that kills anyone who sees it after a week. It became one of
the highest-grossing supernatural horror movies of all time,
recouping more than five times its $48 million budget and
spawning a sub-genre of American remakes of "J-Horror" clas-
sics such as "The Grudge" and "Dark Water."

Yet Verbinski stepped quietly away, letting other directors
take over two poorly-received sequels and turning with vary-
ing degrees of success to straight drama, a western, an ani-
mated film and three "Pirates of the Caribbean" installments.
"A Cure for Wellness" sees the director reaffirm his horror
chops with an elusive genre-bender that might best be
described as a cross between Martin Scorsese's "Shutter
Island" and Milos Forman's "One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest."

"I'm always developing four or five things. They all go on
the back burner and I go 'I have to tell this story now.' There's

no kind of career path," he told AFP, attempting to explain the
15-year hiatus between horror films.

'Nightmare' 
Shot over seven months mostly in Germany, "Wellness"

stars Dane DeHaan ("The Amazing Spider-Man 2") as an ambi-
tious stockbroker sent by his firm to a remote Alpine medical
spa where the patients are supposedly receiving a "miracle"
cure but seem to be getting sicker. Verbinski transformed the
derelict Beelitz-Heilstaetten military hospital outside Berlin
into a sterile yet Gothic spa in which you might find oligarchs
and captains of industry receiving quack cures side by side. He
wanted it to be the kind of place where "you would, maybe
deep in the steam room, bump into Dick Cheney with a towel
wrapped around him," the director said.

"Wellness," which opens on Friday, can be read as a
metaphor for humanity's unrelenting and ultimately unfulfill-
ing quest for perfection-a bulging bank account, a perfect
family and job, wellbeing, health and happiness. "I think we
live in an increasingly irrational world. We know history. We're
driving a car into the wall and we can't turn the wheel and
that's the horror, the nightmare," Verbinski said. It's not clear
what the wall represents, or why we can't just slow the car
down, but it is an image Verbinski has invoked on previous
occasions to explain his sense that society is both in denial
about being sick and susceptible to snake oil cures.

"Why are we vulnerable to the pharmaceutical industry?
Why are we vulnerable to the seaweed wrap and the kale

milkshake or whatever it is? There must be something inside
us where we know we're not well," he said. With his films
achieving a collective global box office of $3.7 billion,
Verbinski just about squeezes into the top 10 highest-grossing
directors of all time. "A Cure For Wellness" is his tenth feature-
only his fifth without longtime collaborator Johnny Depp-in a
resume so eclectic that it defies analysis. A punk guitarist as a
teenager growing up in LA, Verbinski appeared in several rock

bands and made music videos before making an inauspicious
start in filmmaking with unloved comedies "Mouse Hunt" and
"The Mexican."

Optimist 
"The Ring" and the first, critically-acclaimed "Pirates of the

Caribbean" movie represented a purple patch but were fol-
lowed by box office flop "The Weatherman," and two poorly-
reviewed if financially successful "Pirates" sequels. Computer-
animated "Rango," a critical and commercial hit, won Verbinski
an Oscar, his best ever reviews and an opportunity to blot his
copy book again with high-concept Western "The Lone
Ranger."

Starring Depp in a role that made his "Pirates of the
Caribbean" performances look positively restrained, the lavish,
over-long $225 million production was an infamous flop that
frustrated fans who could see Verbinski's obvious talent. It is a
body of work that raises more questions than answers about
the enigmatic filmmaker's worldview, although he reveals an
optimistic spirit apparently at odds with the dread that suffo-
cates "Wellness." "I think there's something about the youth
today that is maybe questioning the treadmill a little bit," he
said, suddenly appearing quite chipper. "I have faith that
maybe they realize there's no more headroom in this algo-
rithm we have created." — AFP

Gore Verbinski born to be a horror director
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British actress and producer Trudie Styler
is making her directorial debut at the
Berlin Film Festival this week with

"Freak Show", about a gay American teen who
stands up to bullying. Styler, who has co-pro-
duced such films as "Lock, Stock and Two
Smoking Barrels" and "Snatch", premiered the
movie to sold-out audiences in the festival's
'Generation' section, which showcases young
adult cinema. The film ended up being a fam-
ily affair, with her daughter Eliot Sumner, who
lives in Berlin and has her own music career,
helping with the soundtrack and Eliot's older
sister, Mickey, playing a doctor in one scene.

Styler is married to musician Sting. "Freak
Show" tells the story of Billy Bloom (British
actor Alex J Lawther), the flamboyant son of a
billionaire father and a glamorous, fun-loving
mother who is played by Styler's friend Bette
Midler. When their marriage breaks up, Billy
has to leave New England for his father's
home in a Republican state in the Bible Belt,
where the cheerleaders cry "Make America
Great Again". Dressed up as gay pop icon Boy
George on his first day at school, Billy runs a
gauntlet of hostile jocks and popular kids but
refuses to let the conformists cramp his style.

Even after he is ambushed and beaten up
by a gang of football player thugs, Billy
returns to school and delivers a book report
performance in drag as Jazz Age heroine
Zelda Fitzgerald that brings the house down.
Eventually Billy decides to challenge the
school's top "mean girl" (Abigail Breslin of
"Little Miss Sunshine") for the homecoming
queen crown. Styler, 63, lined up a series of
celebrity cameos for the movie including
Laverne Cox, the transgender star of "Orange
is the New Black", to play a local television
reporter, and tennis great John McEnroe as
the well-meaning school gym teacher.

She said she chose the script, based on a
bestseller by James St James, for her first out-
ing as a director in part because of her own
experience with bullying. "I had a rough time
at school myself," she told AFP. "I had ADHD

(attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder) and
dyslexia and had had a pretty bad road acci-
dent when I was a child so I was very scarred
on my face."  "I was a listener to music but a
lonely one," she continued. "I didn't belong to
the popular girls or even the mean girls. But
we all have sharp memories of our own high
school years."

'Bullies as leaders' 
"Freak Show" is Styler's debut as a director

of a feature film, although she has co-direct-
ed documentaries. She also recently co-
starred in the television series "Empire" and is
a prominent environmental campaigner. She
said she feared that the example being set by
today's political leaders was warping the atti-
tudes of young people. "We're living in a
more xenophobic and homophobic culture
than I would suggest that we have at any
time in our recent history," Styler said.  "We
want our kids to grow up to be more tolerant,
more inclusive, more compassionate and so
it's a worry when we have bullies as leaders.
I'm talking about Marine Le Pen, I'm talking
about (Donald) Trump, I'm talking about
(Vladimir) Putin, there are any number." She
said kids needed role models to help them fit
in, even if they are taken from pop culture.

"I'm married to a musician-music is a tran-
scendent form. We all remember what we
were doing to a certain song at a certain time.
It evokes memory, it evokes feeling above all,"
she said.  "In this movie, Eliot helped me to
select some great LGBT bands to play at cer-
tain very poignant moments of the movie. In
fact she's got two of her own songs." The
soundtrack also includes songs by Perfume
Genius, Boy George and 1970s glam rockers T.
Rex, a band Styler said she loved as a young
woman. The Berlin film festival runs until
Sunday. — AFP

Trudie Styler tackles gay 
teen bullying with first feature

British director Trudie Styler (left) and British actor Alex Lawther pose during a photocall
for the film ‘Freak Show’ screened in the Generation 14plus section of the 67th Berlinale
Film Festival in Berlin, on February 13, 2017. — AFP

Harrison Ford in
near-miss landing

private plane

Hollywood star Harrison Ford was involved in a
near-miss at a California airport as he was piloting
his private plane, officials and US media said on

Tuesday. Ford, a seasoned pilot and vintage plane collec-
tor, was approaching John Wayne Airport in Orange
County, NBC reported, when he headed towards a taxi-
way rather than the runway, passing over an Boeing 737
with 110 passengers and six crew. The 74-year-old
"Indiana Jones" star was captured on air traffic control
recordings, according to NBC, asking: "Was that airliner
meant to be underneath me?"

The Federal Aviation Authority (FAA) said it did not
identify people involved in air incidents but confirmed it
was investigating what had caused the misunderstand-
ing. "Air traffic controllers cleared the pilot of a single-
engine Aviat Husky to land on Runway 20L at John
Wayne Airport Monday afternoon," spokesman Ian
Gregor said in a statement. "The pilot correctly read back
the clearance. The pilot then landed on a taxiway that
runs parallel to the runway, overflying a Boeing 737 that
was holding short of the runway."

The American Airlines plane managed to depart safe-
ly for Dallas just minutes after the incident, according to
NBC. The FAA prohibits aircraft landing on taxiways and
sanctions for pilots found at fault range from a warning
letter to a suspension of their license. Ford suffered a bro-
ken arm and minor head injuries when he crash-landed a
World War II plane on a Santa Monica golf course two
years ago, after the carburetor failed. He also crash-land-
ed a helicopter during a flying lesson in Ventura County,
California in 1999 and, a year later, his Beechcraft
Bonanza scraped the runway during an emergency land-
ing in Nebraska.

The actor has been in accidents out of the cockpit too,
suffering a broken leg three years ago on the set of the
Millennium Falcon spaceship after he was pinned down
by the heavy, metal-framed door while reprising his role
as Han Solo in "Star Wars: The Force Awakens." A long-
time aviation enthusiast, Ford owns several aircraft and
claims more than 5,200 hours in his log book. He is certi-
fied to fly and land planes, seaplanes and helicopters,
according to the National Transportation Safety Board.
His representatives refused to comment. — AFP

Suffering from writer's block so severe he
felt physically ill, singer Jens Lekman
found a way to jumpstart his creative

energy-forcing himself to write and release a
song, a "postcard," every week. "It was almost
like getting a gym card or something to force
myself out of bed every day to do something
productive," he said. "I had to write. I had a
contract with the world." A decade ago,
Lekman was hailed as a pre-eminent voice of
indie pop, with wry, witty lyricism that spoke
to sensitive 20-somethings and created a
romanticism around his hometown of
Gothenburg, Sweden, which figures promi-
nently in his songs.

But Lekman was stung by the more sub-
dued reaction to his last album, 2012's "I
Know What Love Isn't," a stripped-down,
often sorrowful work haunted by a breakup. "I
struggled with a lot of doubts around my
songwriting and around what I was and what
my purpose and mission were," Lekman, who
speaks in a calm reserve much like his dead-
pan songs, told AFP at a coffeehouse in New
York. Lekman's new album, "Life Will See You
Now," comes out Friday with, after his years of
darkness, a surprise-the joy is back.

"Life Will See You Now"-a title that plays on
how doctors call in patients from the waiting
room-revives the ironic voice that defined
Lekman's early songs. Lekman goes further
than before with electronics, with songs such
as the sensory, readily danceable "What's That
Perfume That You Wear?" bursting into disco
with touches of samba. Two of Lekman's post-
cards-"How We Met, the Long Version" and
"Postcard #17"-made the album. 

But Lekman said the postcards more
broadly helped him focus on what he wanted
to be writing about-existential thoughts on
getting older. Lekman recently turned 36 -- an
age, he said, where "you start to see the con-
sequences of your choices and how life keeps
repeating itself." In an essay to introduce the
album, Lekman described one's 30s as "like
your teenage years, but without all the cool
role models." "When you were a teenager you
had The Ramones. When you're in your 30s
you have the characters from 'Seinfeld,'" he
wrote.

What Would Jens Do? 
The album starts off with the bouncing "To

Know Your Mission," in which Lekman recalls
an encounter with a Mormon missionary in
Gothenburg. "I  remember being very
intrigued that this missionary had this very
clear idea of what his purpose in life was-he
was going to spread the Gospel," Lekman
said. "He was 19 or something. For me, it's not
until now that I'm starting to grasp a little bit

what I'm supposed to do and what makes me
happy and what I'm put here to do."

Lekman, in an experience that became a
separate song, stopped at a gas station in
deep America and bought a "WWJD"
bracelet. The acronym, popular in the Bible
Belt, stands for "What Would Jesus Do?"  But
Lekman found his own message -"What
Would Jens Do?" "I started thinking, what if I
just tried doing the opposite of whatever my
initial instincts would be?" Lekman said. "I
wore that bracelet for a while just to remind
myself," he said. "I think that's something
more people should try if they feel that they
keep repeating their patterns and making
bad choices in life."

Listening to fans 
Lekman in late 2015 started the

Ghostwriting project with the Cincinnati
Contemporary Arts Center and the
Gothenburg Biennial in which strangers sub-
mit stories which he turns into songs. Lekman
wants Ghostwriting to expand into a small
festival with a range of artists composing for
their fans. "I would love to hear Marilyn
Manson's fans or something, what their sto-
ries would be like," Lekman said of the occult-
dabbling rocker.

Even if his music is looking brighter, he is
not optimistic about the future of the busi-
ness. Traditional album sales have plummet-
ed, which he called a "nightmare scenario" for
an indie pop artist. But Lekman carefully laid
the financial groundwork to take a full band
on a tour of North America and Europe that
opens February 23. He is adamant about play-
ing smaller cities, remembering his youthful
excitement when bands visited Gothenburg.
"For me, it's sort of like a cultural democracy
or musical socialism to take a stand and get
out of the major cities if you can." — AFP

Katy Perry, Ed

Sheeran to play
iHeartRadio

Music Awards

Katy Perry, Ed Sheeran and The
Chainsmokers will  per form at the
iHeartRadio Music Awards in Los

Angeles. Additional performers announced
yesterday include Shawn Mendes, Thomas
Rhett, Noah  Cyrus and Big Sean. Bruno Mars
has also been previously announced as a per-
former. Drake leads all nominees with 12
nominations, including male artist of the year,
at the fourth  annual awards show. The show
will air live on TBS, TNT and truTV on Sunday,
March 5. — AP

Indie icon Jens Lekman finds
adulthood has a disco beat

Rock legends Guns N' Roses apologized yesterday
after confusing the southern city of Melbourne with
Sydney on their Australian tour. Concert-goers

booed the US rockers when guitar technician McBob said
hello to "Sydney" at the Melbourne Cricket Ground on
Tuesday night as he introduced the group on stage.
"Sydney, you wanted the best but they're stuck in traffic, so
here's what you get," he said.

The group later tweeted from their official account that
they were "truly sorry". "Melbourne! Accidentally after 30
years McBob made an error, we're truly sorry. Thank you for
coming out tonight!" Lead guitarist Slash apologized on
Twitter for the "Spinal Tap intro" while bassist Duff
McKagan added: "Don't b2 hard on McBob 4saying
'Sydney' in the intro...his wife and fam from here. Hell catch
it plenty!"

There has been a long-time rivalry between Sydney and
Melbourne, Australia's two largest cities. While Sydney is
the nation's financial center and boasts of its iconic harbor-
front that features the Opera House and bridge, Melbourne
prides itself as Australia's cultural and sporting capital. The
veteran band last performed in Melbourne in 2013. — AFP

Welcome to the humble: Guns 'N Roses sorry over Aus mix-up

Guns ‘N Roses

Sarah Jessica Parker
to chair library 

association book club

Sarah Jessica Parker is adding another
credit to her life as a bookworm. The
"Sex and the City" actress is serving

as honorary chair of the American Library
Association's newly created Book Club
Central. The library association told The
Associated Press yesterday that the club
will recommend books throughout the
year and will formally launch in Chicago
on June 24, during the ALA's annual con-
ference. "From an early age, books were
my constant companions and my local
library a place I could find a new friend on
every shelf," Parker said in a statement.
"I'm thrilled to help champion original
voices for dedicated readers as well as for
a new generation, supporting libraries in
what they do best."

Parker recently started her own imprint
with Penguin Random House and last year
introduced JK Rowling at a PEN gala,
where the "Harry Potter" author was being
honored by the literary and human rights
organization. Parker also served on a presi-
dential arts and humanities committee
during the Obama administration. — AP

Jens Lekman

Katy Perry arrives at the 59th Annual
Grammy Awards - Universal Music Group
After Party at The Theatre at Ace Hotel on
Sunday in Los Angeles. — AP

In this file photo, Harrison Ford arrives at the
73rd annual Golden Globe Awards in Beverly
Hills, Calif. — AP


